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FESTIVALS
Worldpremiere:

60th Berlin International Filmfestival
40th International Forum of New Cinema

International premiere: FID Marseille (International Competition)
Other Festivals:

Hamburger Dokumentarfilmwoche

At Hamburger Dokumentarfilmwoche Day of the Sparrow received
the „Klaus Wildenhahn Award“.
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Theatrical Release in Germany: 22.04.2010

DISTRIBUTION GERMANY/ AUSTRIA/ SWITZERLAND:
arsenal distribution
Gesa Knolle
gk@arsenal-berlin.de
Tel.: (49-30) 26955 158

WORLD SALES:
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SYNOPSIS (short)
DAY OF THE SPARROW is a political wildlife documentary. It centres around a
country where the border between war and peace fades. On November 14, 2005, a
sparrow is shot dead in Leeuwarden, and a German soldier dies in Kabul. With the
headlines appearing side by side, Philip Scheffner is induced to use ornithological
methods in his quest for the war. His journey through Germany begins at the Baltic
Sea, with childhood memories at a bird sanctuary situated between a military training
zone and a sailing marina.
From place to place, the camera circles the reality of war, in seemingly peaceful
images. Conversations from coincidental meetings blow across the deserted
landscape, birds staying in the focus of the lens at all times. They sit in cannon
barrels, on fences, flutter across meadows and fields, marking the locations where
the current war is contrived.
And suddenly the perspective changes. A friend of the filmmaker is arrested on a
village street in Brandenburg. The bird watchers themselves become the object of
observation.
The journey ends with a slightly displaced view of the familiar: a military training zone
at the Baltic Sea situated between a bird sanctuary and a sailing marina. Missileimpacts lash the turquoise blue water; the birds above continue unswervingly
onward.
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SYNOPSIS (long)
DAY OF THE SPARROW is a political wildlife film. It centres around a country where
the border between war and peace fades. On November 14, 2005, a sparrow is shot
dead in Leeuwarden, the Netherlands, after it toppled over 23000 domino stones. A
German soldier dies in Kabul as a result of a suicide bombing. With these headlines
appearing side by side, Philip Scheffner is induced to use ornithological methods in
his quest for the war. In Germany, not in Afghanistan. Since it is here that we are
faced with the question: Are we living in a state of peace or war? His journey begins
at the Baltic Sea, in 1974 on Super-8, childhood memories of a bird sanctuary
situated between a military training zone and a sailing marina. Bird sightings are
noted precisely, regardless of the drone of anti-aircraft missiles. Leaving the hideout
behind the dyke, the camera circles the reality of war from place to place, in
seemingly peaceful images. Conversations from coincidental meetings blow like
sound fragments across the deserted landscapes of the Eifel, Mosel and Uckermark,
from Bonn to Berlin. The birds as protagonists stay in the focus of the lens at all
times. They sit in cannon barrels, on fences, flutter across meadows and fields,
where war inscribed itself long ago. This is where it is contrived, this war: With words
and images they aim at the minds and hearts of the people in war zones, collect and
exploit scientific data, distribute kites with the lettering: “Adorn your life through
freedom”.
It is not a militarisation which occured overnight. It took place slowly, in the shadow of
the cold war, with the promise of secure jobs. What we need to grasp is that the
critical stage has arrived. This war is not a theory anymore. Five cranes circle the
sky, and the soldier takes stock of his deployment in Kabul: A second Vietman. I
wanted to find my peace again. And I like the landscape here, the surroundings. For
me it’s like a fortress, emotionally considered. You can also call it “golden cage”, I
prefer “fortress”.
In between, the director and the Bundeswehr communicate via emails, memos,
telephone calls. Concealed behind bureaucratic language lurks the fear of public
resentments. A political apparatus exposes itself: It won’t be appreciated at all if we
ask questions. And my experience is rather that it’s not good for our image if we
show that we’re having such a discussion and asking questions.
And suddenly the perspective changes. A friend of the filmmaker is arrested on a
village street in Brandenburg. The bird watchers themselves become the object of
observation. There is no mass movement against this war, so every individual’s
position becomes all the more important: Actually the moment is here everyday, there
is no particular historical phase when it would be worth engaging in resistance, it
does not exist. You have to create it yourself.
It ends with a slightly displaced view of the familiar: a military training zone at the
Baltic sea situated between a bird sanctuary and a sailing marina. Missile-impacts
lash the turquoise blue water; the birds above continue unswervingly onward.
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DAY OF THE SPARROW
Director’s Statement
Since the age of eight, I have been watching birds with my binoculars. A hobby which has
become an obsession in the meantime - as a teenager, I spent my vacations doing voluntary
work in the Wallnau bird sanctuary on the island of Fehmarn and in Behrensdorf at the
Hohwachter bay. A place where my family spent their vacations over several years and my
father filmed our family and the sea with his Super-8 camera. The place itself, but especially
its soundscape – comprising sounds of the sea, the chirping of birds and the sounds of antiaircraft missiles blasts – remain imprinted on my memory. Not as a threat, but rather as part
of a promising “holiday soundtrack”. It was only my mother, who had experienced air raids
during the Second World War, who retired on such days to the confines of the holiday
cottage.
At the bird sanctuary, I met people doing their compulsory civil service who essentially
shaped my stance on the military and the Bundeswehr. It was beyond all doubt that I would
refuse to serve in the army. In the end, I was lucky and was exempted. In subsequent years,
I increasingly swapped my binoculars for a microphone and camera. Nevertheless, I returned
on a regular basis – also for filming – to the Baltic Sea.
There are some similarities in the work of a documentary filmmaker and a bird watcher. In
both cases, the doctrine is that the less a person is seen or heard, the better the result. The
body is clenched in odd positions, breathing slows. The minutest movements, which in turn
trigger sounds and disturbances, are avoided. In the process of observing, the observer
attempts to become invisible or rather to camouflage his presence. He is not involved.
Actually, he isn’t there at all. The question I ask myself is how long can such a condition be
maintained, and what happens when the pseudo-neutral observer suddenly becomes part of
the recording.
In summer 2007, a friend of mine is arrested on the alleged charge of “terrorism”. Someone
you know very well and whose stance you respect. The view of your surroundings change.
The telephone sometimes crackles strangely, and the couple at the table beside yours was
at the same restaurant as you a few days earlier.
“Day of the Sparrow” is an examination of the society in which I live. There are few traces of
war – neither is it visible nor clearly located. The film tries to work out how and at what points
do breaks open up the seemingly peaceful surface. Moments when war is visible, when the
interfaces between civil life and military action blur. For me these points cannot be
enumerated through a “realistic”, classic documentary way of working. It is about developing
a filmic language which steers the focus to irregularities, which undermines familiar
hierarchies of attention, which traces the small displacements in a seemingly homogenous
image.
With “Day of the Sparrow”, I would like to create a filmic space between image and sound,
analysis and imagination, which questions the apparent casualness of the current war.
Philip Scheffner, 10.01.2010
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Of bird watchers and other incidental proceedings
Text by Nicole Wolf on “DAY OF THE SPARROW”,
published in the Catalogue of the 40th International Forum of New Cinema
The day of the sparrow could be any day. Sparrows are in fact very close to us. They mostly
stay where people are. But not every sparrow triggers the outraged and threatening reaction
sparked by the one that on November 14, 2005, fell victim to the gambling and television
spectacle of Domino Day in Leeuwarden, and henceforth becomes an affair of state.
Day of the Sparrow begins with physical exertion. First the sparrow that slams into an
obstructing windowpane, which it doesn’t perceive as such, then the carefree sparrows
indulging in their daily baths in shallow water.
Day of the Sparrow is thus an animal film and, true to its genre, follows birds to their habitats,
providing insight into their territoriality. It takes us to the meanders of the Mosel River, little
villages and forests behind hilly fields in the Eifel region, flowery meadows, tranquil lakes in
the woods, long sandy beaches and the open Baltic Sea, as well as to cities like Bonn,
Berlin, and Leeuwarden. We often peer at length into multilayered wide open spaces and
sometimes into the sky – but before the screen can turn into an abstract, idyllic landscape
painting, a specific detail draws our attention or the film cuts to a precise close-up of a flock
of birds or a Tornado fighter plane landing. The observer must often wait patiently in ambush
and, following ornithological practice, pay as much attention to sounds close by as to distant
ones; maybe also like the soldier lying in wait for the enemy - but that was another time.
Gradually, an alongside, behind, in front, or in between develops. Ground that must not be
tread, films never made, peripheral talk, questions and answers, about war, security,
militarization, peace, participation, remaining silent, acting, and Afghanistan. Image and
sound work together and against each other; concentration, friction; steadily and
accumulatively our senses get confused. Without spectacular images or dramatic climaxes,
the continuity of inconspicuous but precisely placed and constantly observing camera
glimpses and of the sensitive build-up of a fragmentary but pointed net of thoughts and
perspectives creates a tension and intensity that holds our breath, similar to the fixed
attentive when a house of cards is set up. A cinematic surplus arises, the wonderful excess
that we can experience when cinema is at its best; perhaps it can momentarily be
circumscribed with thinking and seeing from the margins, a cinematic experiment in showing
what cannot be enunciated.
The simultaneity of the death of a sparrow and of a German soldier in the Afghanistan war
and continuous, seemingly coincidental overlaps, result in a well-conceived balancing act
that never embraces unexpected parallels in interpretation, but unobtrusively and yet
fundamentally questions our perception. Neither the potentialities disclosed by the
occasionally silent long shots, nor the possibilities of being very close by ever pin down
anything concrete. The insistence on silence, observation, persistent listening, and the offer
to let our habitual perception run off the tracks lead to a cinematic openness that enables a
shift in perspective. The relation between observer and observed blurs, also because the
option of remaining external and uninvolved is denied, despite us looking from the distance.
When the camera thus targets two soldiers of the Bundeswehr, Germany’s army, who slowly
pace off their perimeter behind fences and, observing, consider whether these are intruders
to be taken seriously; then this situation contains far more layers than gaze and reciprocal
gaze could describe.
If the crisis of documentary film means that no new pictures can be made, that no really new
stories can be told anymore, and that in the age of constant media confrontation with conflict
zones we have lost our capacity for empathy because we have no relationship to the object
of attention, then the Day of the Sparrow is a calm, insistent example of how documentary
film, at any rate a particular documentary film, is precisely what can grow beyond the
description of the world as we are able to see it today. If in the act of viewing the film
produces the experience of a corporeal alienation effect in relation to familiar landscapes and
confuses our embedding in certain pictorial, auditory and sensual contexts, then this carries
the fascinating potential of the politics of aesthetics that might be the condition of political
thought and action.
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The use of the personal also receives a shift in the film; it is never employed as an entry, a
legitimization, or a means of identification but nevertheless becomes part of Merle Kröger
and Philip Scheffner’s carefully crafted script. Ways of questioning, political strategies, and
chosen positions for the recording of images and sounds can be experienced as inhabited
ones and hereby enable also the spectator to shift perspectives within and through the film.
Perhaps she briefly feels like the gray heron, slowly moving across the street between the
parking cars, self-confident in the stillness of the nocturnal city, but not for a second taking its
watchful eye from the fundamental fragility of its surroundings.
In the end we are confronted with vital questions of taking action and how acting is tied to
seeing, seeing to understanding, understanding to closeness, and closeness to involvement
– or how we relate to what disturbs our peace seemingly only from afar.
Nicole Wolf, Berlin, January 2010
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CV PHILIP SCHEFFNER
born on May 28th, 1966 in Homburg / Saar
Philip Scheffner lives in Berlin since 1986, working on documentary films, video and sound
art.
filmography Philip Scheffner (selected)

awards:
- Best Documentary 2007, Goethe Institute
for THE HALFMOON FILES, received at 31st Duisburg Film Week 2007
- Documentary Award of the City of Duisburg 2007
for THE HALFMOON FILES, received at 31st Duisburg Film Week 2007
- Best Documentary, International Independent Filmfestival of Mar del Plata 2007
for THE HALFMOON FILES
- „Prix des Mediathèques“, Festival International du Documentaire Marseille (FID) 2007
for THE HALFMOON FILES,
- "Award for best documentation and research work", Memorimage Film Festival Reus 2008
for THE HALFMOON FILES,
- „Audience Award“, Freiburger Videoforum 1995
for JURISTIC BODIES
- International Award for Young, Innovative Video Art, ZKM Karlsruhe 1995
for SOAP
- Best Short Film, Stuttgart Filmwinter 1995
for SOAP

2010
- DER TAG DES SPATZEN, documentary, HD / 35mm, 100min.
World Premiere at Berlinale 2010, International Forum of New Cinema
2007
- THE HALFMOON FILES, documentary, DV / Digibeta, 87min.
World Premiere at Berlinale 2007, International Forum of New Cinema
2006
- INDIA IN MIND, video installation, DV, 45min. (Kröger / Scheffner)
2004 / 2005
- THE MAKING OF... MY BROTHER NIKHIL, documentary, DV, 40min.
- FROM HERE TO HERE, documentary, DV, 60min. (Scheffner / Dutta)
- SCATTERED FREQUENCIES, documentary series, DV, 30min. (Flor / Scheffner)
2003
- A/C, experimental video, DV, 42 min.
- ES EXPRESS, documentary series, DV, 4x45min. (Flor / Kröger / Scheffner)
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2002
- SCATTERED FREQUENCIES, documentary series, DV, 2x30min. (Flor / Scheffner)
2000
- WORKSTATION, video essay, Beta SP, 29min. (dogfilm)
1998 / 1999
- PLANETA ALEMANIA – OBSERVATIONS FROM INVISIBILITY, documentary, Beta SP,
38min. (dogfilm & companer@s)
- WITH OUTSIDE HELP, documentary, Beta SP, 32min. (Kröger / Scheffner / van Megen)
1996 / 1997
- SOAP AROUND THE WORLD, documentary series, Beta SP, 120min. (dogfilm)
- MY LIFE IS A SOAP OPERA, documentary series, Beta SP, 30min. (dogfilm)
1995
- JURISTISCHE KÖRPER, documentary, Beta SP, 49min. (Heitmann / Scheffner)
1993 / 1994
- monthly short films: video art for magazine “Z” on Kanal 4, Beta SP, 4 min. (dogfilm)

Festivals (selected since 2000):
- International Forum of New Cinema, Berlinale (2007, 2010)
- Dokumentary Film Week Hamburg (2008, 2010)
- Crossing Europe Film Festival Linz (2008)
- Bangkok Experimental Film Festival (2008)
- Chateauroux Film Festival (2008)
- TriContinental Film Festival India (2008)
- Vancouver International Filmfestival (2008)
- German Film Festival Israel (2008)
- International Forum of New Cinema, Berlinale (2007)
- FID Marseille (2007, 2010)
- Osian’s Cinefan Filmfestival Delhi / Indien (2007)
- Duisburg Film Week (2007)
- Int. Documentary Film Festival Amsterdam (2007)
- Sao Paulo International Film Festival (2007)
- doclisboa, Lissabon (2007)
- DocBsAs, Argentina (2007)
- International Independent Film Festival of Mar del Plata (2007)
- Iran International Documentary Film Festival (2007)
- Karachi International Filmfestival, Pakistan (2007)
- Jeu de Paume, Paris (2007)
- Feminale Köln (2006)
- Seoul Human Rights Film Festival, Korea (2004)
- Retina International Film & Videofestival Szigetvár, Ungarn (2003)
- World Social Forum, Mumbai (2004)
- Transmediale: dogfilm retrospective, Berlin (2001)
- International Filmfestival Montevideo (2000)
- International Filmfestival Pessaro (2000)
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pong was founded in 2001 by the Berlin filmmakers and producers Merle Kröger and
Philip Scheffner.
Both had gathered film production experience during 9 years of participation in the
video collective dogfilm (with Tina Ellerkamp, Jörg Heitmann, Ed van Megen). From
1991 to 2000 dogfilm produced numerous short films, two theme nights (ZDF/
ARTE), two festure length documentaries (ZDF/ Das Kleine Fernsehspiel) as well as
essays and video art for ARTE, 3Sat, Kanal 4, a.o.
pong, a multimedia platform, is not restricted to the medium of film. It also features
music compositions (Scheffner), crime novels and scripts (Kröger), as well as
exhibitions.
A focus for both the founders has always been the concept and implementation of
transnational projects, getting to know cultural traditions and methods beyond the
borders of Germany and Europe. Starting with an exchange between artists from
Berlin and Beirut (1994), the creation of a network of film- and video makers from
eight countries entitled “Hungry Minds Think Alike?” (1998), it lead us to the
interdisciplinary project “Inport Export – Cultural Transfer between India and
Germany, Austria” (2003-2005). Since 1996 we temporarily have been living and
working in Mumbai/ India.
From 2001 on, pong has produced artistic films and videos supported by different
cultural institutions such as Volksbuehne Berlin, Francke Foundation Halle, Federal
Cultural Foundation of Germany, Cultural Capital Funds Berlin.
The feature length documentary “The Halfmoon Files” by Philip Scheffner, premiered
at the Berlin International Film Festival 2007/ Foum of Young Cinema. The further
distribution was successfully granted by film festivals around the world, as well as in
cinemas and as part of the DVD edition of the Goethe Institute. The film received
several awards.
Produced in affiliation with ZDF/ ARTE, the documentary „Peace Mission“ had it’s
internatinal premiere at the 2008 Toronto International Film Festival/ Real to Reel.
From there, it started it’s tour through mayn international festivals, and is being
distributed by First Hand Films World Sales.
The new documentary by Philip Scheffner, „Day of the Sparrow” has been produced
in affiliation with ZDF/ ARTE as well as six national funding agencies. It will have it’s
national premiere at the Berlin International Film Festival 2010/ Forum of Young
Cinema.
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pong filmography (selected):
2010
„Day of the Sparrow“, documentary, D: Philip Scheffner, P: Merle Kröger, 100 min.
2008
„Peace Mission“, documentary, D: Dorothee Wenner, P: Merle Kröger and Philip Scheffner,
80 min.
2007
„The Halfmoon Files“, documentary, D: Philip Scheffner, P: Merle Kröger and Philip
Scheffner, 87 min.
2006
„India in Mind“, video installation, D/P: Merle Kröger and Philip Scheffner, 40 min.
„Shanti Plus“, documentary, R: Urmi Juvekar and Dorothee Wenner, P: Merle Kröger, 38
min.
2005
„From Here to Here“, documentary, D/P: Madhusree Dutta and Philip Scheffner, 60 min.
“Star Biz”, docu-fiction, D: Merle Kröger and Dorothee Wenner, P: Marcie Jost and Peter
Zorn, 82 min.
2004
„a/c“, experimental film, D: Philip Scheffner, P: Merle Kröger and Philip Scheffner, 42 min.
2002/ 2003
„ES Express“, documentary series, D/P: Kröger/ Scheffner/ Flor, 4 x 40 min.
1999
“Workstation”, magazine pilot, D/P: dogfilm, 30 min.
1998
“Planeta Alemania”, documentary, D: Merle Kröger und Philip Scheffner, P: dogfilm, 38 min.
“With Outside Help”, documentary, D: Kröger/ Scheffner/ van Megen, P: dogfilm, 32 min.
1996/ 1997
“Life is a Soap Opera”, docu-fiction theme night, D/P: dogfilm, 240 min.
1995
„Juristic Bodies“, documentary, D: Jörg Heitmann and Philip Scheffner, P: dogfilm, 52 min.
„Out of Body“, documentary essay, D: Tina Ellerkamp and Merle Kröger, P: Annedore von
Donop, 38 min.
1991-1994
short films, D/P: dogfilm
pong multimedia projects (selected):
2008
„Leever dood as slav“, crime audio play for WDR (Merle Kröger)
„The Face“, feature film screenplay for 4FrontFilms Mumbai (Merle Kröger)
2007
„Making of…“, exhibition and events at Kunstraum Bethanien Berlin (Philip Scheffner)
2006
„Kyai!“, crime novel, argument publishing house Hamburg (Merle Kröger)
„Off Season“, sound art composition for Deutschlandfunk (Philip Scheffner)
2003
„Cut!“, crime novel, argument publishing house Hamburg (Merle Kröger)
2002
„a/c“, CD electronic music (Philip Scheffner)
2001
„fon“, CD electronic music (Philip Scheffner
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